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basis made of medium, coarse or gravel type of sand. If the
region is poor for such sand, then low filtering ability
materials will be also applicable. P. A. Konovalov and
S. Ya. Kushnir were made the large-scale set of experiments
for studying of influence of filtration properties of filled-up
grounds on a consolidation process of peat mass [7].

Abstract
The article reports results of laboratory tests of weak watersaturated soils (remoted from day surface) in stress-strain state
under influence of compression with double-sided filtration of
pore’s water. The experimental device with console-lever
system of load transfer and potential of double-sided filtration
was made for current research. The compression specification
was controlled with the strain gauge sensor element of general
pressure (i.e. the load cell). The deformation in sample were
measured with the motion detecting transducer that based on
indicating gage. The excessive pore pressure were measured
with strain gauge sensor elements and digital manometer.
Also the plots of compression deformation against pressure
and changes of excessive pore pressure during the time on
different load degrees were drawn.

SUBJECTS AND METHOD
The experimental device [8] (Fig. 1,2) for investigation of
stress-strain state and pore pressures in a water-saturated peat
sample has been invented in interdepartmental experimental
science lab in TSUACE.
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INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of territories with peaty high water table soils
in Russia. Nowadays Russia took the first position in swamp
areas quantity [1]. The peculiarity of south of Tyumen region
is that spread of peaty soils more than 15% of whole territory.
The building of engineering facilities on peaty soils is a
complexity process, so in this case, it is necessary to make the
constructions more complicate and that leads to price rise. It is
very important for development of new effective construction
of foundation to explore train-stress distribution and
evaluation of mechanical specifications that will fully describe
the water-saturated peat as a basis for engineering facilities.

Figure 1. An experimental device: 3d-model.

Soviet scientists made the important contribution in question
of organo-mineral soils. Especially, the research of
compression tests of peat made by L. S. Amaryan and written
in his monographs [2, 3]. Also V. D. Kazarnovskij and
I. E. Evgenev [4, 5] presented the full classification of boggy
grounds and the methods of engineering of line structures on a
peaty moors.
N. N. Morareskul due to extended compression tests
determinated K coefficient that show the conversion from 1day unit deformation to 2 years tests [6].
Figure 2. An experimental device: development prototype.

One of the basic methods of building of engineering facilities
on peaty soils is a surcharging with a well filtrate artificial
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During the process of research of sample consolidation, the
next characteristics were measuring: general and excessive
pore pressure, press-tools movement and indoor temperature.

Experimental device is a steel pipe with hard sidewalls, it has
a diameter - 510 mm and height - 1020 mm. Above the
sample of peat (with the 400 mm of height) has made a solid
of coarse sand that simulate overlying soils. Perforated slab
has set at the bottom of tray for drainage of water into pallet
that connected with digital manometer. The load on a sample
transfers through the round perforated press-tool #1. Presstool #2 was made heavier for combined settlement and
prevention of sand catching. In this case, load transfers
through the console-lever system. Easy-deformable plastic
membrane has set on a pipe’s sidewalls, solid oil has used as a
grease between them. Membrane have used for friction of
reduction between soils and the sidewalls of device (Fig. 3).

The weak organo-mineral soil with disturbed structure (sandclogged mud-peat) was used for referencing purposes. The
samples was taken in Borovskiy village of Tyumen region.
During the process of packing the sample was compressed and
it has the next characteristics: ρ = 1.23 – 1.31 g/cm2, W = 181
– 189%, peat decay degree – 45%, ash-content – 67%. Sample
proportions: diameter – 510 mm, height – 400 mm. Hs=400
mm. The coarse sand used as a soil lock, Hs=400 mm.

Figure 3. Device structure: 1 – body; 2 – lever; 3 – charging rod; 4 – pillar; 5 – charging platform; 6 – set of weights; 7 – sample;
8 – coarse sand; 9 – fixed holder; 10 – deformation sensor; 11 – general and excessive pore pressure sensors; 12 – perforated
press-tool #1; 13 – perforated press-tool #2; 14 – perforated bottom of the device; 15 – manometer; 16 – weight; 17 – water;
18 – pallet.

The height of the peat sample was set as 400 mm for
comparison of characteristics between standard methods that
not consider remoting from the day surface and the
considerations about importance of smaller samples that not
only a point-counter value and can characterize system as a
whole [2]. In addition, during the tests of standard samples
(from 40 to 80 mm in diameter and from 20 to 30 mm in
height) after 75-95 minutes the odometer reading in a clay
soils became zero because of small height of samples [9]. For
peat soils, this process passes faster.

connected with pallet. The load on a sample was transferred
by 2.5 kPa steps (for two first steps) and 5kPa till stabilization
at adjusted load. The criteria of conditional stabilization were
a sample’s characteristics of incremental strain that were less
than 0.05% (0.2 mm) for the last 24 hours of monitoring [10].

RESULTS
The below graphs bases on results of tests. Fig. 4 is graph for
the unit deformation against the pressure. Fig. 5 is graph that
shows the changes of on the excessive pore pressure during
the time on a different steps of loading using the load cell at
380 mm depth. And fig. 6 for the measuring with manometer
in a sample.

The membrane-type strain gauge sensor elements of general
pressures (the load cell, 34 mm in diameter) were set in
sample for monitoring of conditions implementation of
methods of compression. The load cell calibration were made
in balloon tank. Device ITC-03p-40 was used as a unit record
equipment. The motion detecting transducer (bases on
indicating gage with 0.1 mm scale gradation) used for
measuring of deformation. The membrane-type strain gauge
sensor elements (34 mm in diameter) of pore pressures and
digital manometer CPG1000 (precision till 1 kPa) that
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5) The residual excessive pore pressure, measured with load
cell at depth of 200 and 380 mm has become 16 and 22%
from the pressure after 30 days pass the last step;
6) The value of full scale residual excessive pore pressures,
measured with load cell at depth of 200 and 380 mm (in
applied of load moment) have become 38 and 43% from
the sample pressure;
7) The criteria of conditional stabilization includes not only
a change of incremental strain but also, stabilization of
readings in the residual excessive pore pressures,
individually on every step.
Figure 4. Unit deformation-pressure diagram.
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CONCLUSIONS
1) The difference between indicators of sensors of general
pressures is not more than 10%, it means that mitigation
of friction force measures of sidewalls was useful and
conditions of compression method has done.
2) The unit deformation of testing sample is 0.235;
3) The final value of unit deformation by steps:
0.046 at P1=2.5 kPa; 0.062 at P2=5 kPa; 0.099 at P3=10
kPa; 0.124 at P4=15 kPa; 0.146 at P5=20 kPa; 0.186 at
P6=25 kPa; 0.235 at P7=30 kPa;
4) The residual excessive pore pressure measured with the
manometer reading has become 11% from the pressure
after 30 days pass the last step, it is important to note the
necessity of using more accurate manometer;
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